Kimberley Metals Limited
MINERAL HILL RESOURCE UPGRADE 20% TO 3.2MT
MILL SIZE INCREASED AND MINE LIFE LIFTED TO 10 YEARS
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KEY POINTS

INVESTMENT DATA
 New 300kt resource at ESOZ at 1.9% Cu and 4.6g/t gold
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 Global Resource increases contained Cu (+43%), Au (+64%), ZN (+47%)
 Further resources upgrades expected later in 2011
 Mill capacity to be lifted to 0.4mtpa giving +6ktpa Cu ozpa Au in FY13
 New 2012 price target lifted to A$1.50/share

Kimberley Metals (KBL) is developing two suites of assets formerly held by
parent CBH Resources (`CBH’). KBL was spun out of CBH in 2008 and listed in
2010. The projects have potential in copper, gold, lead, zinc and silver :1) the reopening of and copper/gold resource upgrade at Mineral Hill
2) development of 50mt ore in three new carbonate-hosted Mississippi
Valley Type Pb-Ag resources in the Bonaparte Basin N of Kununurra

KBL’s PROJECT LOCATIONS

WA/NT.

RESOURCE UPGRADE
KBL’s latest announcement has increased the resource grade and tonnage at
Mineral Hill and significantly raised the operation’s NPV. First concentrate sale is
due in mid September from the newly refurbished mill which has been increased
to 250ktpa and will be further upgraded to 400ktpa in late 2012.
Inclusion of the new ESOZ with high grade Cu and Au will lift revenues above MPS

KBL SHARE PRICE (Jul 2010-Sept 2011)

earlier estimates and copper and gold prices are also now higher in US$ and A$.
MPS has upgraded its Mineral Hill A/Tax NPV to A$130m (A$0.80/share) and its
Dec 2012 price target to A$1.50/share.
Potential is high for additional ore on the Mineral Hill tenements and for
upgrades to resources in the MVT deposits in the Bonaparte Basin in 2011.
Table 1: MPS Earnings Forecast

Source: Bloomberg

Source: MPS estimates and forecasts derived from KBL data
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INVESTMENT REVIEW
KBL has achieved very significant gains at its Mineral Hill operation with
completion of the refurbishment of the copper-gold circuit, production of the
first copper concentrate, completion of key underground development work
and significant exploration results that have expanded resources at Parkers Hill
and added a new resource zone.
A very successful exploration programme has discovered new mineralization
Fig 1: Plan of Mineral Hill with the location
of ESOZ in relation to SOZ, Parkers Hill and
EOZ
deposits

along the decline out to the Southern Ore Zone (SOZ) from the Eastern Ore
Zone (EOZ). This 0.3kt of Indicated and Inferred Resource is fittingly the Eastern
Southern Ore Zone (ESOZ) but it has the high ~2%Cu and 4.6g/t Au previously
mined by Triako at SOZ.
This higher grade material will allow KBL to mine higher grade copper/gold ore
for at least another year before treatment of the higher grade but lower revenue
lead/zinc ores.
KBL has been able to carry out very effective exploration and has found
mineralization continuity at ESOZ and also along the interpreted structural trend
between Parkers Hill itself and the SOZ. The growing implication is that the
resource base at Mineral Hill may be much larger than just 3-4mt. The decline
and other mine development by Triako already gives access to the SOZ and KBL
should be able to add to resources here that could be high grade and also allow
a longer period of copper/gold production before the mine turns to extraction
and treatment of the lead/zinc ore.
The Mineral Hill mill has already been expanded to 250ktpa and with 700kpta
crushing capacity it should be able to upgrade ball mill grinding capacity to

Source: KBL

400ktpa with only modest expense.
Copper/gold ore from Parkers Hill and ESOZ/SOZ should be able to maintain
250-280ktpa mill feed for at least six years and additional copper/gold ore could
be brought in from KBL’s Iron Duke property. The Pearse’s gold ore would be
milled at about 100ktpa to make up the 400ktpa.
Matrix gives an appraised value of A$277m or A$1.50/share.

Table 2 Valuation Matrix

Source: MPS estimates and forecasts derived from KBL data
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The increased resource will improve earnings and NPV and the MPS Valuation

KBL is actively pursuing upgrades at Sorby Hills and should be able to report
later in 2011.
The Company’s key assets are:
 Mineral Hill Mine Precious & Base Metal Project
 Sorby Hills & Manbarrum Precious & Base Metal Projects
 Constance Range Iron Ore Project

MINERAL HILL - RESOURCE UPGRADE AND NEW MAIDEN
Fig 2: Parkers Hill underground mine
section showing mining levels

ZONE
Recent resource definition drilling at KBL’s Mineral Hill project in NSW has given
a 43 per cent lift in contained copper Resources to 44,385 tonnes (inground
A$350m) and a 64% lift in contained gold Resources to 125,516 ozs (in ground
A$225m).

Source KBL

The increased Resource is due primarily to a lift in Indicated Resources for the
Parkers Hill deposit and a maiden Resource for the Eastern Southern Ore Zone
(ESOZ) deposit. A maiden Resource statement for the Southern Ore Zone (SOZ)
is expected before the end of the month to further lift the copper-gold
inventory.
The Parkers Hill upgrade and maiden resource for ESOZ can extend the current
Mineral Hill Mine production profile by 50% to nine years and give a material
increase in the gold ore grade to the mill.
Table 3: Summary of new resources, excluding Southern Ore Zone (SOZ), for Mineral

Fig 3: 3D model of the Parkers Hill Oxide
and Sulphide deposit (looking north)

Source: KBL

Source: KBL

PARKERS HILL
Previous Resource estimates for Parkers Hill were established in 2009. Additional
metallurgical holes have been drilled and the drill hole data base has been fine
tuned to detail geological modeling of key structures and contacts on 10 metre
spacings.
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Hill Mine

Parkers Hill Deposit
Parkers Hill showing existing open pit and decline development into the
currently mined underground ore zones.
Table 4: New Parkers Hill oxide resource (cut off grade 0.6% Cu, 2% Pb & 100g/t Ag)

Source: KBL

Parkers Hill Oxide Resource Update
Fig 4: 3D model showing individual lodes

Table 5: New Parkers Hill sulphide resource (cut off grade 0.6% Cu)

and pre-existing underground mine
development at ESOZ

Source: KBL

EASTERN SOUTHERN ORE ZONE (ESOZ) – MAIDEN
RESOURCE
A Resource estimate has been constructed for an area of unmined
mineralisation between the Southern Ore Zone and Eastern Ore Zone of the
Mineral Hill Mine, called the Eastern Southern Ore Zone (ESOZ).
The geological interpretation of this material is based on work undertaken by
Kimberley Metals Ltd geologists, including the drill results announced on 3
August 2011.
Table 6: Maiden ESOZ Resource
(cut off grade 0.6% Cu equivalent. 1 Cu equivalent = Cu % + 0.66 * Au g/t)

Source KBL

ESOZ is currently open both up and down dip and along strike to the north and
south. The maiden resource for ESOZ is only restricted by drill hole data and
plans are underway to extend known mineralisation and improve the Resource
confidence level.
Importantly, the ESOZ ore body is in proximity to current mine workings, which
are in the process of being dewatered and rehabilitated. Kimberley expects that
the ESOZ ore body will be accessed in late 2012 and will provide a high grade
copper-gold blend to the copper-lead-zinc-gold ore from Parkers Hill.
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Source: KBL

PRODUCTION PROFILE
Current production from Mineral Hill Mine is 250,000 tonnes of ore per annum
which currently translates into 5,000 tonnes of copper in concentrate.
The upgrade to the Parkers Hill Resource and the maiden Resource for ESOZ
can extend the current production profile by 50% from six to nine years with a
material increase in the gold ore grade into the mill.

SOUTHERN ORE ZONE
Kimberley is currently finalising the maiden resource for the Southern Ore Zone,
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which will be announced shortly.
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GENERAL SECURITIES – ADVICE WARNING
Martin Place Securities Pty Ltd (‘MPS’) makes no representation and gives no
warranties to the accuracy or reliability of any information contained in this
document and does not accept any liability for any loss caused by representations,
errors or omissions on the part of MPS or by any of their respective officers,
employees or agents. In preparing this information, MPS did not take into account
the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of the reader.
Before making an investment decision on the basis of this information, the reader
needs to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, whether the advice is
appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial
circumstances.

AUTHOR VERIFICATION
I, Barry Dawes, as the author of this report, and as the Managing Director of MPS,
hereby certify that the views expressed in this research accurately reflect my personal
views about the subject securities or issuers. I have taken reasonable care to achieve
and maintain independence and unbiased objectivity in making any
recommendations.

DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared for the general use of the clients of MPS and must
not be copied, either in whole or in part, or distributed to any other person. If you
are not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the information in this
Update in any way. Nothing in this Update shall be construed as a solicitation to buy
or sell any security or product, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any
transaction. In preparing this Update, we did not take into account the investment
objectives, financial situation and particular needs of the reader.
Before making an investment decision on the basis of this research, the reader needs
to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, whether the advice is
appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial
circumstances.
There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does
fluctuate, and an individual security may even become valueless. International
investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in international investments,
such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions,
which may adversely affect the value of the investment.
This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable
but we do not make any representation or warranty that it is accurate, complete or
up to date. We accept no obligation to correct or update the information or opinions
in it. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. No member of MPS
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss
arising from any use of this research and/or further communication in relation to this
research.

DISCLOSURE
Martin Place Securities Pty Ltd (‘MPS’) and its associates declare that as of 13
September 2011, they may have a relevant interest in the securities referred to
herein, in particular:
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+61 2 9222 9111
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MPS has earned, and may earn, brokerage and other fees as a result of work
undertaken for Kimberley Metals Limited (‘KBL’).
MPS is Corporate Advisor to the Company and was Lead Manager for KBL’s
recent Placement and Rights Issue and will earn commission on these
transactions.
MPS, its directors and associates may hold shares in the securities mentioned in
this report. This position may change at any time.



The author of this report holds shares in KBL.



The author of this report will also earn commissions or share in profits that may
arise as a result of any capital raisings in this company.
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